Kick-start your global YGP Talent Network on a 3-week Learning Journey!

Scholarship
Feldschlösschen (as part of the Carlsberg Group) and Young Global Pioneers are looking for
talented students who are ambitious and curious to find out how they can make their mark as the
next generation of responsible leaders.
Gain global insights and intercultural skills by travelling with approx. 20-25 selected talents,
aged 19-25, coming from all over the world.
On a 3-week Learning Journey in Tanzania, you and your peers build relationships, forming a lifelong YGP Talent Network. You will learn from and inspire each other and engage in mind opening
learning activities, adventures, lectures and daily facilitated reflections. Within our intuitive learning
architecture, you will have the opportunity to:
• Network with global talents and train intercultural understanding and emotional intelligence
• Learn about sustainability, climate change, circular economy, human rights and the SDGs
• Discover the culture, history, opportunities and challenges of the region
• Visit global corporations and gain an insight on how they create shared value
• Engage with talented youth from SOS Children’s Village
• Meet up with young elite entrepreneurs passionate about changing their communities
• Learn about biodiversity, the human vs. nature conflict and explore the Tanzanian wildlife
Read more at www.youglo.org

IGNITING ASPIRATIONS
Young Global Pioneers establishes global talent networks, aiming to inspire young talents to become
responsible and global-minded leaders. Each YGP Talent Network is kick-started on a three-week Learning
Journey, designed to stimulate the young talents’ global insights, intercultural understanding and aspirations
to make their mark on the world. Our unique learning architecture has been developed by Professor
Subramanian Rangan from INSEAD Business School, with each experience designed in partnership with
companies, universities, Global Shapers from World Economic Forum, SOS Children’s Village, and other
affiliate organizations.

NETWORK FOR LIFE
The YGP Talent Network will be based on your shared experiences on the 3-week Learning Journey, and is
strengthened through the interaction, teamwork, discussions and reflections within the group. Upon
completion of the Learning Journey, the network continues with online networking and learning activities;
including online Global Reflection seminars every three months.

THE FELDSCHLÖSSCHEN AND CARLSBERG SCHOLARSHIP
The scholarship is offered by The Carlsberg Bequest to the memory of Brewer J.C. Jacobsen, who supports
practical, socially beneficial activities, particularly in connection with science. Feldschlösschen is part of the
Carlsberg Group, one of the leading breweries in the world, whose brands are sold in more than 150
countries worldwide. Feldschlösschen not only strive to brew better beers, but also aim to give thought to the
future. For Feldschlösschen, fostering intercultural interaction especially among young talents and the leaders
of the next generation is key. Therefore, we are happy to encourage and support a young talent to attend the
Learning Journey and join the YGP Global Talent Network. The scholarship will give participants the
opportunity to broaden their horizon and build an international network by interacting with people from
various countries.

WHO CAN APPLY AND WHAT IS INCLUDED
Young Global Pioneers connects young talents, who are ambitious and curious to find out how they can
make their mark as the next-generation of responsible global leaders. To YGP, leadership and talent are
also about striving to make a difference, and having the ambition to make it happen.
To be eligible for the scholarship you must meet the following criteria:
• 19-25 years old; enrolled at a university, all majors considered
• Wish to become an integral part of the YGP Global Talent Network
• Sufficient fluency in written and spoken English (as to have advanced conversations & build relationships)
• Comfortable with flying to and from Tanzania on your own (pick-up at the airport)
In Tanzania all activities, meals, domestic flights, accommodation and local guides are included.
Additionally, the scholarship covers international flight tickets, insurances, vaccinations, and visa.
The deadline for applying is March 31st, 2019. The final selection will be announced latest by the end of
April 2019.
Please apply through the following link: http://youglo.org/Feldschlosschen_Scholarship

